RACE Decision Support

Many businesses can solve their Big Data challenges using a mix of AI, Hadoop and cloud computing, running existing
statistics and analytics methods on distributed servers. Our RACE platform solves the other fundamentally different
problems which require the modelling of complex systems, where even the largest clusters and best AI/ML methods
cannot cut through the multi-dimensional and hyper-combinatorial complexity of the underlying data.
We use our patented RACE platform* to build efficient predictive models that can be deployed on low power devices. The
RACE Engine / Runtime API has several advantages for modelling complex systems and building decision support tools:

● SCALABLE - modelling very large multi-dimensional systems
● REAL-TIME - runs efficiently on PCs, mobile/IoT devices and embedded control/sensor systems
● COMPLETE - including all constraints in all dimensions to ensure logical consistency
● COMPACT - complete, yet compact representations of complex systems
● FLEXIBLE - can be used stand-alone or as a component in larger software/web applications
Our RACE constraint engine technology has been used for over 15 years by major players in safety critical industries
such as nuclear power plant safety systems, railroad planning, electronics and product design / configuration.

Process of compiling & validating source data and external constraints describing a domain into a RACE Model to drive complex decision support

RACE technology can be used to build a range of
solutions for precision medicine including:
● fully personalized digital health apps
● personalized dietary advice systems
● clinical decision support systems
● smart IoT solutions (as shown right)
with powerful edge analytics
● optimized AI / Machine Learning training

* RowAnalytics’ patented Array-based Logic technology (US 6,633,863 / EU 1,062,603 and patents pending)

Edge Analytics for Smarter IoT
The RACE platform supports complex edge analytics, enabling smart IoT solutions with personalized responses
directly on low power IoT and embedded control devices.
IoT solutions typically collect data from wireless sensors and transmit it back to a central data lake where it can be
analyzed. They therefore need a lot of data connectivity and power and are inherently insecure and a privacy risk. Much
of the data collected (sometimes up to 90%) is however not useful and/or not analyzed.
Edge analytics (analyzing the data where it is collected) enabled by RACE offers an alternative, much more secure
approach. Embedding RACE models on IoT devices enables more rapid contextual interpretation and response,
minimizing the data & power requirements and improving security & privacy for users.

AI & Machine Learning - Cutting Through the Curse of Dimensionality
A central challenge of applying AI/Machine Learning methods is the ability to scale the training phase when working with
complex and multi-dimensional problem spaces without having to take too many shortcuts that will impact predictive accuracy
and performance in use. A classic AI example is railroad safety and timetable planning systems where the operation of the whole
network in a dynamic series of states has to be tested to prove that the configuration of the system cannot lead to ‘invalid’
solutions that would risk two trains colliding on the tracks.
With manual verification this process takes over 2 years, and
every time a new component (points, track, signals etc.) is
added to the system, the whole system has to be re-verified.
Using RACE, we can compile the entire railroad network into a
validated RACE knowledge model in around 30 seconds.
Rail network topology direct from network planning CAD database
Because all invalid solutions are excluded the RACE model
for the whole network occupies only 27KB. It can be interrogated in milliseconds on a mobile device, e.g. predicting all potential
consequences for the network of changing a component’s state (e.g. turning a signal green), or determining the states the
network can be in to achieve a particular desired outcome.
The RACE platform offers a number of additional benefits not normally found in AI/ML system:
● explanatory power - the chain of logical deductions leading to a specific outcome can be inspected
● rollback - if a selected configuration leads to there being no valid outcomes, the key states that can be changed to give a
valid outcome will be highlighted
● dynamic constraints - using adaptive constraints to reflect the current state of a dynamic system
● object functions - calculating risk, price, weight functions and applying constraints to their outputs
● projection on subspaces - removing selected dimensions that have no impact on the validity of the outputs

Array-based Logic - Geometrical Representation and Manipulation of Logics
Array-based logic is founded on a geometrical representation of logic in terms of nested data arrays. In this representation, logical inferences
(including abductive or deductive reasoning) are executed on finite domain systems by a few simple standardized array operations. These
operations are computationally efficient and highly suited for massively parallel processing on architectures such as GPUs.
Geometrical approaches to logic and constraint resolution date back at least as far as Lagrange’s Analytical Mechanics in 1788. This approach
differs from most tools for constraint logic programming and data mining by using geometry and ordered sets rather than semantics, search
and unordered sets. The application of geometry to logic offers a set of benefits unique to the RACE platform - compact representation of
complex systems, real-time performance on low power devices and provable completeness of deduction across the whole system.

